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FRESH: A Framework for Real-World Structured Grid Stencil Computations on 
Heterogeneous Platforms1

However, the trend of heterogeneous supercomputing poses great challenge to numerical application 
developers. To utilize GPU or MIC, programmers need to learn new languages such as CUDA[34], OpenCL[35] 

 

Yang Yang2  Zhang Aiqing and Yang Zhang 
Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics, Beijing, P.R.China 

Abstract  Stencil computation is an important computation pattern in structured grid numerical applications. It is 
largely used in solving partial differential equations. Recently, due to power constraints, accelerators such as GPU 
and MIC have becoming more and more popular. Many mainstream supercomputers have adopted accelerators. 
To utilize accelerators, application developers need to learn new languages, rewrite legacy code and optimize code 
for each individual architecture. This poses great programming challenges. In this paper, we present FRESH, a 
framework for real-world structured grid stencil computations on heterogeneous platforms, which consists of a 
domain-specific language and a source-to-source compiler. Application developers write code once in FRESH 
DSL, and FRESH compiler translates it into codes accepted by CPU, GPU, and MIC, and optimizes accordingly. 
FRESH DSL adopts Fortran-like syntax, which makes porting legacy code easy. FRESH DSL also adds new 
features that reduce users’ programming effort and constraints that facilitate compiler optimization. With the 
constraints enforced by FRESH DSL, FRESH compiler is able to perform optimizations such as parallelization 
and vectorization without complex analysis. A real-world application has been ported to FRESH with small code 
modifications. After porting, code size is reduced. Compared to the original CPU version, FRESH generated CPU, 
GPU and MIC versions gained speedup of 1.47, 16.68 and 15.32 respectively. 

Keywords  domain-specific language; stencil computation; structured grid; heterogeneous computing; GPU; MIC 

 

1 Introduction 

Stencil computation is an important computation pattern in numerical computing. It is largely used in solving 
partial differential equations (PDEs). For many numerical applications, stencil computation constitutes large 
execution time and code size. 

Numerical computing requires huge computation power. Some of the breakthroughs demand exascale 
computing capacity[1]. However, the road to exascale supercomputer is constrained by power consumption. 
Under this circumstance, supercomputing community is undergoing a transition from traditional CPU-based 
supercomputers to heterogeneous supercomputers. Accelerators such as GPU or MIC, due to their high 
performance and flop-per-watt rate, are becoming more and more popular. In fact, lots of mainstream 
supercomputers have adopted accelerators, such as Tianhe-1, Tianhe-2, Titan and Stampede. The accelerators 
contribute most of the computing power of these supercomputers. Thus, it is important to utilize these accelerators 
efficiently.  

                                                        
1 This work is supported by 863 Program Grant No.2012AA01A309, 973 Program Grant No.2011CB309702 and NSFC Grant 
No.91430218 
2 Corresponding author: yang_yang@iapcm.ac.cn 
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or Intel’s LEO (Language Extensions for Offload)[3]. Furthermore, they need to study GPU or MIC’s 
architectures and optimize their programs accordingly. Previous work has shown that this process requires a great 
deal of time and effort[36].  Furthermore, most of the numerical application developers are with physics or 
mathematics background. It would be much more difficult for them to master new languages and new 
optimization skills on new platforms. 

To tackle the heterogeneous programming challenge, the DSL approach has been proposed. DSL has gained 
success in many areas, most famous of which are MATLAB[6] and SQL[7]. The DSL approach has 3 advantages: 
1) Write once, run everywhere. DSLs usually are not designed for particular architectures. Users only need to 
learn one language, write programs once, and do not need to study various architectures. DSL compiler will 
translate their programs into proper code and optimize accordingly. 2) Compilers for generic languages have to be 
conservative to ensure correctness. Thus, they often miss optimization opportunities. DSL, on the contrary, due to 
limited handling scope, has rich semantic information. This information, if properly passed down to compiler, 
could enable aggressive optimizations. 3) DSL has syntax support for domain concept. Thus, users do not have to 
use low-level data structures and statements of generic languages to express algorithms. In stencil computation 
area, DSLs such as PATUS[10, 11], physis[17], pochoir[22],  Mint[23] and Halide[27] have been proposed. 
These work focus on translating user code into platform-specific code and optimize. FRESH, however, is designed 
with different intentions. Firstly, FRESH is not designed to be a standalone translator, but to integrate with 
existing structured grid numerical computing infrastructures, such as JASMIN[18] and SAMRAI[24]. Real-world 
numerical applications are of high complexity. Mapping them to heterogeneous supercomputers is beyond the 
capacity of a single DSL and its compiler. We choose to divide the work. Let infrastructures handle inter-node 
parallelization and communication, and let DSL focus on intra-node mapping. Secondly, we believe the key to 
DSL’s success is to extract useful semantic information, pass down to compilers and leverage existing compiler 
technologies to close the ninja gap[21]. Thirdly, we believe a DSL should provide its users with enough 
abstraction of data structures and computations of the domain. Lastly, for high performance numerical computing, 
there exists lots of legacy code written in Fortran. When designing a DSL, compatibility with legacy code should 
be a major concern. These 4 aspects are not fully addressed in previous work. In this paper, we propose FRESH 
(Framework for REal-world Structured Grid Stencil computations on Heterogeneous platforms) DSL and 
source-to-source compiler, which is a Fortran-like DSL that targets real-world structured grid stencil computations, 
and aims to address the above 4 issues. 

2 Background 

2.1 Real-World Structured Grid Stencil Computations 

Stencil computation is a fundamental and common computation pattern in real-world structured grid 
applications. In stencil computation, a point is computed using a limited number of geometrically neighboring 
points. In structured grid, the neighboring relation is reflected as offsets between point indices of the neighboring 
points and the point to be computed, and the offsets are compile-time constants. Jacobi stencil computation is the 
kind of stencil computation that different points’ computations are independent, and thus is parallel. The stencil 
computation pattern may not be the same for all points in a grid. It could be hybrid scheme, in which points in a 
particular area adopts one computation pattern, while points in another area adopt another pattern. 
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Real-world stencil computation is complex in the following aspects: 1) usually dozens of arrays are involved; 
2) coefficient computations are complicated. Sometimes, the code for coefficient computation is so complex that, 
for code readability, a separate subroutine has to be used; 3) computations involve all kinds of syntax elements, 
such as if-statement, Fortran’s intrinsic function call, all kinds of arithmetic, relational and logical operators, and 
even do-loop.  

To design a DSL for real-world stencil computations, the above aspects must be considered.  

 

Fig.1 4 types of locations of physical variables in 2D structured grid 

2.2 JASMIN 

 

(a) grid decomposed into patches 

for t=0, MAXTIME
    for kernel i=1, K
        for each processor
            sync
            do halo exchange
            sync
            for each patch of current processor
                call kernel_i
            end
        end
    end
end

…… 
flux(i,j) = energy(i-1, j) + ……

……  

…… 
velocity(i,j) = flux(i-1,j)+ ……

……  

Kernel_1

Kernel_j

…… 

……  
(b) Computation flow of JASMIN 

Fig.2 Domain decomposition and computation flow of JASMIN applications 

One of FRESH DSL’s goal is to integrate with JASMIN. Thus, in this subsection we give a brief introduction 
on JASMIN. Forked from LLNL’s SAMRAI[24], JASMIN is an infrastructure for structured-grid numerical 
simulation of complex systems on parallel computers[18]. Dozens of parallel programs have been ported to 
JASMIN, and are able to scale to tens of thousands of cores. In JASMIN’s programming paradigm, each physical 
variable is defined at certain locations of a cell. For example, in a 2-D grid, common locations include cell, node, 
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facex and facey, as shown in Figure 1. These variables are called cell-centered, node-centered, facex-centered and 
facey-centered respectively. When writing code, application developers decide the location of a physical variable 
according to the variable’s nature. 

At runtime, JASMIN decomposes the grid into multiple patches. Physical variables’ value of a patch is called 
patch data. Patches are assigned to different processors. For example, in Figure 2(a), the grid is decomposed into 7 
patches. 4 red patches are assigned to one processor, and the 3 greens ones are assigned to another. Note that, here, 
a processor refers to a CPU core, a GPU card or a MIC card. Although a GPU or a MIC consists of many cores, 
assigning a tiny patch to each accelerator core may cause huge communication overhead. The work of utilizing 
many-core accelerators is left to FRESH. 

Figure 2(b) shows the simplified computation flow of how patches are computed in JASMIN. Each processor 
executes one kernel on its patches, and do halo exchange for patches within and between processors. Then 
proceed to next kernel. Halo exchange occurs in between kernels.  

3 FRESH DSL 

3.1 Design Rational of FRESH DSL 

As we are designing a DSL that serves as the interface between JASMIN and the users, and we want our DSL 
to be able to handle real-world applications and deliver good performance, we follows the following guidelines 

The Language Must Be Easy For Application Writers to Learn and Use. The writers of real-world 
applications usually are not experts on computer science, but on physics or mathematics. Instead of inventing a 
new language, we’d better leverage what they have already known and been familiar with, which also makes 
porting existing source code easier.  

The Language Must Be Able To Express Real-World Applications. Instead of just handling a few stencil 
kernels, we must meet as much real-world demand as possible. For example, real-world applications contain lots 
of control flows, intrinsic calls and complex dependence exists between individual stencil computations. These 
must be addressed at the language level. However, it is difficult to satisfy all demands at once, so we decided to 
include as many features as we could in our first version, and constantly adds new features in the future. 

The Language Must Reflect the Features of Stencil Computations. A language cannot be called a DSL if it 
does not include domain specific features. These features help close the gap between domain users and computer 
hardware. For stencil computations, we decided that the most important features are the data structures for grid 
data and the computations applied to them. 

The Language Must Be Compiler Friendly. Performance-wise, we hope that the programs written in our 
DSL could provide the compiler with enough information to make optimization decisions, while at the same time 
excluding features that have proven to make optimizations more difficult, such as pointers. 

3.2 Formulation of Stencil Computations 

FRESH formulates stencil computations as follows. A stage is the process of applying stencil computation to 
all points in a grid. Inside each stage, different points’ computations are parallel. However, actual execution order 
of points is implementation and platform dependent. Stages only update patch data, no other state is changed. One 
or more patch data can be updated in one stage. A kernel consists of one or more stages. 
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3.3 Language Specification 

FRESH DSL is based on Fortran. Fortran is the language used the most in numerical computing. To achieve 
the goals described in Section 2.1, we add new keywords, structures and some constraints to Fortran. In this 
section, we give an briefly introduce the basic elements of FRESH DSL. New elements are introduced in the 
section 2.4 to 2.6. 

3.3.1 Data Types 

Intrinsic Types. FRESH DSL supports single precision, double precision floating point numbers, integer and 
logical numbers. Keywords and constants are exactly Fortran-style. Array of intrinsic types is also supported. The 
syntax of declaring and using an array is the same as Fortran. However, to simplify parser implementation, 
currently, we only support Fortran90-style declaration with ‘dimension’ keyword.  

Table1   Patch Data’s Dimensionality of Different Positions in 2D Grid 

Position size 

cell ifirst(0):ilast(0), ifirst(1):ilast(1) 

node ifirst(0):ilast(0)+1, ifirst(1):ilast(1)+1 

facex ifirst(0):ilast(0)+1, ifirst(1):ilast(1) 

facey ifirst(0):ilast(0), ifirst(1):ilast(1)+1 

 

Patch Data. The whole structured grid is decomposed into many patches, and a patch data is an array that 
stores values of a particular physical variable on a patch. Patch data is the core data structure for stencil 
computation. Each patch data is defined at a particular position of each cell of a grid, which affects its size. Table 
1 shows the size of patch data of different positions in 2D grid. Array “ifirst” and “ilast” stores the lower-left and 
up-right points’ index of the patch’s bounding box.  

3.3.2 Stencil Specification 

In this subsection, we use an example to illustrate how to express stencil computations in FRESH DSL. 
Figure 2(b) shows the upwind scheme (Figure 2(a)) expressed in FRESH DSL. The “Jacobi Stencil” keyword 

means that this subroutine contains only Jacobi style stencils. unew, uold and v are patch data, and their 
declarations are in Line 2-3. Non-patch-data arguments are read-only, so intent string is not allowed, as shown in 
Line 4. 

Following declarations is the computation part, which consists of one or more stages, or calls to other “Jacobi 
Stencil” subroutines. Line 5-11 of Listing 1 shows one stage. Computations described in a stage are applied to all 
points in the structured grid. The “cell” mark indicates that patch data updated in this stage are all of position cell. 

Users can declare scalars and arrays within a stage to help express stencil computations, but their scopes are 
limited to the stage. Each point in the grid has a copy of these stage-scoped data, similar to the concept of 
OpenMP’s thread private variables. 

Inside a stage, users can use assignment statement, all of Fortran’s arithmetic and logical operator, if structure, 
and elemental intrinsic functions (such as min(), max(), sin(), cos() and so on). Note that, when writing a patch 
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data, its index offset can only be zero. 
 

 
(a) upwind scheme formula 

1  Jacobi_stencil upwind(unew, uold, v, alpha)
2    #dim 2
3    real(4),cell(gwd=1)::uold, v
4    real(4),cell(gwd=1)::unew
5    real(4)::alpha
6    #cell{
7       if (v(i,j) .LT. 0.0) then
8          unew(i,j) = uold(i,j) - v(i,j)*((uold(i+1, j) - 
uold(i,j)) + (uold(i,j+1) - uold(i,j)))
9       else
10         unew(i,j) = uold(i,j) - v(i,j)*((uold(i, j) - 
uold(i-1,j)) + (uold(i,j) - uold(i,j-1)))
11      endif
12    }
13  end subroutine  

(b) upwind scheme expressed in FRESH DSL 

Fig.3 example code of upwind scheme 

Like Fortran, users can write user-defined functions and subroutines, and call them in stages. Different from 
“Jacobi Stencil” subroutines, this kind of functions and subroutines may not have patch data as arguments. And 
they can only be called inside a stage.  

3.4 Position Keyword 

When declaring patch data (Line 3-4 in Figure 3(b)) and defining stencil stages (Line 6 in Figure 3(b)), 
position keywords are used.  

The introduction of position keyword eases programming. Figure 4 and 5 compares data declaration and 
stencil computations in Fortran and FRESH DSL. In Fortran, the dimensionality of arrays and loop bounds are 
lengthy. Writing them is tedious and error-prone. With position keywords, code size reduces a lot, and semantics 
of the code becomes clearer. When generating code, FRESH compiler automatically generates correct array 
dimensionality and loop bounds according to patch data’s position. 

real(8), dimension(ifirst(0) – gcw(0):ilast(0) + gcw(0),
                                 ifirst(1) – gcw(1):ilast(1) + gcw(1),
                                 ifirst(2) – gcw(2):ilast(2) + gcw(2))::v  

(a) array declaration in Fortran 

real(8), cell(gwd=gcw)::v
 

(b) patch data declaration in FRESH DSL 

Fig.4 comparison of declaration in Fortran and FRESH DSL 
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(a) Fortran loops 

 

(b) a stencil stage of FRESH DSL 

Fig.5 comparison of Fortran loops and stencil stage of FRESH DSL 

3.5 domain if Structure 

Hybrid scheme is a kind of computation in which different parts of the grid have different stencil pattern. To 
differentiate hybrid scheme from other kind of stencil computations, we introduced domain if structure. Its syntax 
is the same as Fortran’s if structure except that there is a “domain_” prefix before “if”, “else” and “endif”. The 
benefit is twofold. First, for users, it replaces lengthy relation expression with more intuitive tuple-based 
expression. Second, it provides compiler with more information. An “If” structure, especially one containing both 
“then” and “else” branches, inside a loop could cause vectorization to fail or make the vectorized code 
inefficient[16]. On architectures such as GPU, it causes warp divergence, in which all branch targets have to be 
executed[5]. If compiler knows the “if” statement is domain related, it could split the loop into multiple loops, 
each of which only contains on branch.  

3.6 Constraints of FRESH DSL 

Code written in FRESH DSL must obey the following constraints: 
No-Alias Constraint. For patch data passed in as Jacobi_stencil subroutines’ arguments from JASMIN, their 

storage may not overlap with each other. There is no need for aliased patch data in stencil computation. We use 
this to generate better CUDA code.  

 

(a) wrong code         (b) correct code 

Fig.6 Violation of Rule 2 of Point-Independent Constraint and correct code 
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Index-Variable Constraint. Patch data can only use “i”, “j”, and “k” as index variable for x, y, and z 
dimension respectively. Offset must be constant integers.  

Point-Independent Constraint. To guarantee that grid points’ computations are independent in a stage, 
FRESH DSL demands that: 1) Only patch data and stage-scoped data are writable in a stage. 2) If a patch data is 
both written to and read in a stage, then the read must not be referencing neighboring points, as shown in Figure 6. 

Proof. Stage-scoped data are point-private. Thus, they don’t cause dependence between points. Rule 2 of 
Point-Independent Constraint guarantees that reference of patch data does not cause dependence. Under 
point-independent constraint, computation order of grid points does not affect correctness, and stages can be freely 
parallelized or vectorized. 

FRESH compiler checks if user code conforms to those constraints. If violations are detected, compiler aborts 
and warns user with detailed information. 

4 Compiler Design and Implementation 

FRESH compiler consists of 5 parts: parser, constraint checker, domain optimizer, source-to-source translator 
and architecture optimizer. 

4.1 Parser 

Parser is implemented with antlr[19]. Parser accepts FRESH DSL code and translates it into internal abstract 
syntax trees (ASTs). Each declaration adds an entry in the corresponding symbol table. The lower bound and 
upper bound of a patch data is derived from its position. Each stage is internally stored as a list of ASTs.  

4.2 Constraint Checker 

No-Alias Constraint is checked at runtime. Symbol table records all patch data’s name and size. During 
translation, check code is generated. The check code sorts all patch data by their base address in ascending order. 
Then, from the patch data with the lowest address, compare if its last element’s address is greater than or equal to 
the base address of the next patch data. If the next patch data’s base address is not greater, there is a violation. 
Then error message is printed, and program exits. For each Jacobi_stencil subroutine, the check only happens 
once since the situation is the same for all patches and time steps.  

To check Point-Independent Constraint, we apply data-flow analysis to each stage. We check if only patch data 
and stage-scoped data are written. If a patch data is written, we check whether it is also read and the read 
references neighboring points.  

point_ref: ID‘(’‘i’((‘+’|‘-’)   INTEGER )?
                                            ‘,’ ‘j’((‘+’|‘-’)  INTEGER)?
                                           (‘,’‘k’((‘+’|‘-’)  INTEGER)?‘)’

ID: ('a'..'z'|'a'..'Z'|'_') ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'_'|'0'..'9')*;  

Fig.7 Grammar rules for patch data reference in 3D 

Index-Variable Constraint is checked during parsing. Figure 7 shows a part of the grammar rules of FRESH 
DSL, written in antlr code. The grammar rule “ID” stands for all legitimate names. “INTEGER” stands for 
compile-time non-negative integer constants. The “point_ref” rule shows the form of patch data reference in 3D 
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grids. It consists of name of the patch data and 3 index expressions. According to grammar rules, index variables 
are fixed in the grammar rule, and offset can only be integer constants.  

4.3 Domain Optimizer 

Domain optimizer does domain-specific optimizations to stencil computations. Currently, it splits stages with 
“domain_if” structure. 

If a stage contains domain if structure, split it into multiple stages, each of which corresponds to a branch of 
the domain if structure. After split, the computation domain of each stage becomes the domain expressed in 
domain if condition. For the domain else branches, since their computation domain is usually not a rectangular 
area, we insert a normal “if” statement to maintain correctness. The condition expression of the “if” statement is 
constructed as follows: first, we build ASTs representing the lower and upper bounds of each domain if branch in 
the form “i >= lbx .and. i <= ubx .and. j >= lby .and. j <= uby .and. k >= lbz .and. k <= ubz”; then, if there are K 
branches, we use K-1 “.or.” operators to combine them into one AST; finally, we add a “.not.” operator as the new 
root of the AST. Original ASTs of the domain else branch is added to the then part of the “if” statement. After split, 
we keep track of which stages originally belong to one domain if structure. In Figure 8, the stage split part shows 
the result. 

 

Fig.8 Handling domain_if structure 

4.4 Translator 

Translator translates ASTs into Fortran, CUDA[5] or Fortran with Intel MIC Offload directives[3]. Fortran 
code generation is straightforward. Each stencil subroutine is translated into a Fortran subroutine, each stage is 
translated into a Fortran loop. Loop bounds are determined by the position keyword and condition expressions in 
domain if structures. 

Fortran does not have local-scoped variables. We implement stage-scoped with subroutines-coped variables 
with a suffix indicating stage number. Stages-coped data from different stages with the same name won’t conflict.  

For Fortran code with MIC offload directives, each Fortran subroutine is marked with “!dir$ attributes 
offload:mic” clause, telling Intel compiler to generate MIC binary code for this subroutine. Then, a stub function 
is generated, in which the Fortran subroutine is called with offload pragma.  
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For CUDA code generation, each stage is translated into a CUDA kernel, and each stencil subroutine is 
translated into a stub function that computes kernel configuration, transfers non-data-patch arrays to GPU, and 
invokes kernels. As CUDA is based on C, there are extra complications in translating our Fortran-based DSL code 
into CUDA. Firstly, Fortran and CUDA have different operator precedence. For example, in expression “e1 .AND. 
e2 .EQV. e3”, the “.AND.” operator has higher precedence than “.EQV.”, but in CUDA “==” operator has higher 
precedence than “&&”. To solve this, when generating CUDA code, we traverse ASTs, and add extra parentheses 
to preserve evaluation order. Secondly, CUDA does not have exponential operator “**”, but has “pow()” intrinsic 
instead. Thus, each exponential operator is replaced by a call to the intrinsic. Lastly, single precision and double 
precision versions of the same intrinsic function have different names in CUDA. The single precision version has 
an “f” suffix. During code generation, we generate correct intrinsic function name according to data types. 

4.5 Architecture Optimizer 

Architecture optimizer optimizes according to target architecture. 
CPU and MIC optimizer currently do the following optimizations: 
(1) OpenMP Parallelization. Each subroutine contains one parallel section, including all loops. Each loop is 

marked with “!$omp do” pragma on the outermost loop nest. For 3-D grids, a “collapse(2)” clause is added to 
parallelize both Y and Z dimension. All stage-scoped data are private by using the “private” clause. Other data are 
all shared by using the “default(shared)” clause in the parallel section pragma. 

(2) Handling load imbalance of domain if stages. In domain optimizer, a domain if stage is split into multiple 
stages, each of which only covers a part of the grid. Using “omp do” to parallelize these split stages will lead to 
load imbalance. For example, in Figure 8, a patch data’s computation consists of two different parts: P1 and P2. 
Each corresponds to an OpenMP Do loop, Loop1 and Loop2. Under static schedule, P1 is assigned to thread 0 and 
P2 is assigned to thread 0, 1 and 2. During execution, thread 0 executes P1 first, and then executes its P2 part. Due 
to the “nowait” clause, thread 1 and 2 executes their P2 parts immediately, then wait for thread 0’s completion of 
P2, as shown in Figure 8, which indicates severe load imbalance. To alleviate this, we use dynamic schedule for 
all split stages instead, and workload is distributed more evenly, as shown in Figure 8. Currently, we try several 
chunk sizes to find the best one.  

(3) Vectorization. Since each loop is vectorizable, we add Intel Fortran compiler’s “!DIR$ SIMD” pragma[2] 
to the innermost loop nest of each loop to force Intel’s Fortran compiler to vectorize it. 

GPU optimizer currently does not do any optimization. It only adds “__restrict__” keyword for patch data. 
According to No-Alias Constraint and Point-Independent Constraint, among subroutine arguments, only patch 
data are writeable and patch data’ storage do not overlap. So when generating stub functions, we add 
“__restrict__” keyword to all pointers in the function declaration meaning that these pointers have no aliases. 

4.6 Integration with JASMIN 

During translation, FRESH compiler generates patch data’s declaration and loop bounds with arrays “ifirst” 
and “ilast”. 

JASMIN handles the memory allocation and de-allocation of patch data. At runtime, JASMIN decomposes the 
whole grid into multiple patches, and distributes them to different processors. The bounds of each patch, array 
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“ifirst” and “ilast”, as well as pointers to each patch data, are passed as arguments to FRESH DSL code. 

5 Experiment Results 

We ported an application JEMS-FDTD[26] to using our DSL. JEMS-FDTD is a parallel 3D full-wave 
electromagnetic field simulation program, which uses FDTD (Finite-Difference Time-Domain) method to study 
complicated electromagnetic environment. The original code is built upon JASMIN, and numerical computation 
part is written in Fortran. JEMS-FDTD adopts the hybrid scheme. For the 3D computational domain, an inner 3D 
cubic box uses different stencil pattern with the rest area. 20 physical variables are used, and they are all of 
position “cell”. Computations involve calls to intrinsic functions like “exp()” and calls to user-defined subroutines 
and functions. Original Fortran code consists of 78 subroutines and 11 functions, and totally 7126 lines of code.  

Table2   Machine Configuration 

Processor Model Compiler 

CPU Intel Xeon E5-2692 2.2GHz 12 cores Intel compiler 13.1 

GPU Nvidia Tesla K20m Nvcc 5.5 

MIC Intel Xeon Phi 7100SP, 61 cores Intel compiler 13.1 

 

During rewriting, 5 kinds of modifications to the original code are performed. First, the keyword “subroutine” 
is replaced with “Jacobi Stencil”. Second, a declaration of grid dimensionality is added. Third, the original lengthy 
patch data declaration is replaced with more clarifying position keyword. Fourth, the original do-loop structure is 
replaced with stencil position keyword. Lastly, “domain_if” structure are used to replace original “if” structure 
when necessary. Rest of the code, mostly computation code inside original Fortran loops, stays exactly the same. 

After rewritten, number of code lines dropped to 5884. The code size reduction comes from replacing lengthy 
patch data declaration and do-loop structure with position keyword. 

Our translator successfully translates the rewritten code into Fortran, Fortran with Intel offload directive and 
CUDA code. Table 2 shows the machine and compiler we used during experiment. O2 optimization level is used 
for all compilers.  

Table3   Computation Time and Speedup 

Version Computation Time(s) Speedup 

CPU orig seq 220.5 1 

CPU DSL opt 150.31 1.47 

CPU orig 12 cores 25.04 8.8 

CPU DSL opt 12 cores 18.44 11.95 

MIC 14.48 15.23 

GPU 13.22 16.68 

 

Table 3 shows the computation time and speedup relative to original CPU sequential version. The input 
domain is 200x200x200, and the application runs 100 iterations. For CPU, in both sequential and 12-core 
configurations, DSL version outperforms the original version by a large margin. The main reason is that 
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if-structure in the original Fortran code hinders vectorization. Through stage split and the use of “simd” directive, 
DSL generated code is properly vectorized. MIC and GPU versions, roughly equals 15 and 16 CPU cores, when 
compared to original Fortran sequential version.  

6 Related Work 

Domain specific languages have been widely used in our daily life. Among them, Matlab[6] for mathematical 
computation and sql[7] for database are probably the most popular. In the area of scientific computing, lots of 
DSLs have been proposed, for example Spiral[20] for DSP, BTO[9] for linear algebra, and other domain, such as 
data-flow applications[31], virtualization[32] and wireless sensor network[33]. To reduce the effort of porting 
existing code to new platforms and optimization, framework such as MAPCG[28], PARRAY[29] and EPOD[30] 
have been proposed.  

Stencil computations, due to its variability, is hard to be made into libraries such as BLAS[4] or FFTW[13], 
but instead is fit for the DSL approach. The DSL approach requires that users write a specification about the 
stencil pattern, which is usually the computation of a point. The DSL compiler accepts the specification and 
generates optimized code. The specification can be classified into 3 categories: a new language, a set of APIs or 
pragmas. The new languages are usually based on C, and the work include Patus[10, 11], Pochoir[22], Halide[27], 
and [14, 15, 25]. Physis[17] takes the API approach. It provides intrinsics for accessing grid points, through which 
stencil pattern information is collected and programs are optimized accordingly. Mint[23] takes the pragma 
approach. However, the directives it provides are not stencil related, but for CUDA code generation. Most of these 
DSLs lack domain specific features; programmers express algorithms with terms and concepts from computer 
science. Domain users wouldn’t find them much easier to use than generic languages.  

Liszt[12], a DSL for PDE solvers, stepped further. Its DSL contains rich domain specific information and 
helps to close the gap between domain users and computer architecture. However, it is mainly developed for 
unstructured mesh, which is different from structured grid in data structures and ways of expressing computations. 
for example, in structured mesh, points are referenced explicitly with indices, while in unstructured mesh, there 
are no indices. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

Due to limited power budget, heterogeneous architectures are becoming more and more popular. However, it 
poses great programming challenges for high performance numerical application developers. To tackle this 
problem, for an important kind of computation pattern—structure grid Jacobi stencil computation, we propose 
FRESH, a framework consisting of a DSL and a source-to-source compiler. FRESH achieves the goal of “write 
once, run everywhere”. The syntax of FRESH DSL is similar to Fortran, which makes porting legacy numerical 
computing code easy. FRESH DSL also adds domain-specific syntax, which reduces programing effort. We have 
ported a real-world application JEMS-FDTD to FRESH DSL. Only a small fraction of original code needed to be 
rewritten. Compared to original CPU version, FRESH generated CPU, GPU and MIC versions gained speedup of 
1.47, 16.68 and 15.32 respectively.  

In the future, we decide to extend current work in two directions: 1) adds more optimizations to FRESH 
compiler, especially architecture-related optimizations; 2) besides stencil computation, accept more computation 
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patterns in high performance numerical computing. 
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